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Session Title
Pitfalls & Artefacts in Endocrine Imaging

Chairperson
Michael Kreissl (Magdeburg, Germany)

Programme
29 min  Désirée Deandreis (Turin, Italy): FDG-PET/CT - Endocrine Incidentalomas and Beyond

29 min  Alexander Haug (Vienna, Austria): Somatostatin Receptor Targeted PET - Often Obvious, But Not Always

29 min  Linda Heijmen (Neijmegen, Netherlands): Non-FDG Thyroid Incidentalomas

3 min  Session Summary by Chairperson

Educational Objectives
1. Recognize pitfalls in endocrine imaging and suspicious tracer uptake in endocrine organs
2. Differentiate artefacts from true findings in endocrine imaging
3. Learn how to further objectify unclear findings

Summary
In this session the attendees will be shown cases depicting pitfalls and artefacts in the context of clinical cases. Those cases will illustrate how to recognize pitfalls in endocrine imaging and suspicious tracer uptake in endocrine organs. Also, the differentiation between artefacts from true findings in endocrine imaging will be taught and what measures need to be taken to further clarify unclear findings.
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